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372 INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 23(3)

Understanding Man, the State, and War

Hidemi Suganami

Abstract

This article expounds and assesses the key contentions of Man, the State, and War. It notes 
that the book contains meta-theoretical and theoretical components. Through a close re-
examination of the text, the article shows how Waltz arrives at his third-image conclusion, 
reveals a number of errors of a conceptual or logical nature in the meta-theoretical moves 
that lead him to this conclusion, and explains how such errors are partly rooted in a deeper 
issue that the book addresses – how to integrate the three images (or three contending 
estimates of the major cause of war) into one overarching image of world politics based 
on the agent/structure dichotomy and the distinction between macro and micro enquiries. 
The article goes on to outline Waltz’s substantive theory of international politics, found 
in an embryonic form in Man, the State, and War, speculates on the sources of the book’s 
success, and assesses its main signifi cance.

Keywords: agent, causes, levels, Man, the State, and War, structure, Kenneth Waltz

Introduction

I bought Man, the State, and War: A Theoretical Analysis (hereafter MSW) in 1971 
when working for a master’s degree in international politics at Aberystwyth. The book 
was recommended by several teachers, its title was intriguing, and I found a copy in a 
local bookstore on my way to the railway station. I was travelling to London that day 
and began reading the book while waiting for the train. If the train had never come, I 
could have sat there, at the station buffet, and fi nished the book. Encountering MSW, 
already a classic by then, was an exciting experience. I saw everything I thought I 
knew, or had not even thought, about the causes of war expounded and challenged. 
And it gave me an idea of what ‘a theoretical analysis’ might mean – a question which 
intrigued me then. Waltz wrote:

our subject is ‘How to Think about War and Peace.’ The chapters that follow are, 
in a sense, essays in political theory. This description is justifi ed partly by the 
mode of inquiry – we proceed by examining assumptions and asking repeatedly 
what differences they make – and partly by the fact that we consider a number of 
political philosophers directly.1

Considering political philosophers does not necessarily make a work an exercise in 
political theory. What makes it so is its mode of inquiry combined with its subject-
matter. Waltz’s subject-matter is a range of positions taken on the causes of war 
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and the conditions of peace, which are clearly ‘political’. Waltz’s main mode of 
enquiry is ‘theoretical’ in the sense that it aims to uncover the assumptions of the 
various positions taken and to work out their implications, thereby subjecting them 
to a sustained critical scrutiny. Such a mode of enquiry is especially pertinent to the 
fi eld, such as the causes-of-war study, which is fi lled with a variety of often fi rmly 
held answers, all equally plausible at fi rst glance, and each having potentially serious 
implications for our lives. Inasmuch as these answers are themselves ‘theoretical’ 
positions, in the sense of offering general explanations of the phenomenon of 
war, Waltz’s ‘theoretical analysis’ is more appropriately characterised as a ‘meta-
theoretical’ (or ‘second-order’ theoretical) exercise; it is also ‘philosophical’ since 
his focus is on the conceptual and logical aspects of the argument that sustains each 
of the various positions examined.

When I read MSW for the fi rst time, however, I could not make up my mind as 
to whether the fi rst, second or third image was the one to go for, so I read it again in 
1973, when I was a PhD student in London. There, too, the book was on a number 
of reading lists, including C. A. W. Manning’s on the ‘Philosophical Aspects of 
International Relations’. I began to consider a philosophical critique of substantive 
contentions about world politics a worthwhile intellectual pursuit – something I 
perhaps wanted to do if given a chance.

A chance arose in 1975 when I became a lecturer at Keele University in the UK. 
My immediate task was to learn to teach a second-year course on international 
confl ict. I glanced at parts of MSW every year for a number of years to refresh my 
mind about some key moves that need to be made in dealing with certain common 
contentions regarding the causes of war and the conditions of peace: for example, 
‘since war begins in the minds of men, it is in the minds of men that the defences of 
peace must be constructed’ – a standard essay title that acquired an important twist 
as feminism found its way into the study of war.

But I still remained somewhat uncertain about what the book was saying. So I read 
it again in 1985 when I began teaching an interdepartmental module on ‘the causes of 
war’ with a philosophy friend. I subsequently developed a fi nal-year special subject 
on the causes of war and published a book on that subject some ten years later.2

My book, On the Causes of War applies methods of analytical philosophy and 
ideas borrowed from formalism in literary theory to major debates among a wide 
variety of scholars who specialise in the study of the causes, origins and correlates 
of war(s). Its fi rst chapter is dedicated to dissecting the moves Waltz makes in 
arriving at his conclusions, and the entire book was written as a set of correctives and 
fairly substantial supplements to MSW. My central question was similar to Waltz’s: 
what is the framework within which people debate, agree or disagree about what 
causes war?

Although my book is now 12 years old, I still fi nd it diffi cult to dissociate myself 
from the analysis that I conducted there with respect to Waltz’s key contentions. 
What follows, therefore, restates some of the things I wrote then, but there has 
been some rethinking as well as reformulation.3 In particular, rereading MSW in 
writing this article, I realised that there is another side to it to which I had not given 
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suffi cient attention. This has to do with MSW not as a meta-theoretical work on causal 
theories of war, but as a fi rst-order theoretical work on international politics, and in 
particular on the balance of power.

As a meta-theoretical work on causal theories of war, MSW does precisely what I 
had read into the book. But the book’s subtitle, ‘A Theoretical Analysis’, is ambiguous. 
It can mean what Waltz apparently intended to mean in the passage quoted above – 
a philosophical analysis, aimed at uncovering the assumptions underlying various 
substantive arguments about the causes of war and tracing their implications, enabling 
us to have a deeper understanding of these various arguments and thereby to evaluate 
them or relate to them less dogmatically. But a more obvious meaning of ‘a theoretical 
analysis’ in the study of international politics must be an analysis of international 
politics. And this is what MSW also does.

MSW is therefore at once a meta-theoretical work on causal theories of war and 
a theoretical work on international politics itself. In what follows I shall argue that, 
as a meta-theoretical critique of the main causal theories of war, the book conceals 
several problems. By contrast, as a theoretical work on international politics itself, 
offering a mechanistic explanation of how internationally things tend to work out 
the way they often do, the book gives us some valuable insight for which Waltz is 
more famous through the publication of his other major work, aptly titled Theory of 
International Politics (hereafter TIP).4

The three images, the levels of analysis, and the agent/structure dichotomy

I referred above to Waltz’s fi rst, second and third images without even placing a 
footnote, because everyone studying international relations is expected to know what 
they are. But I suspect there is a common tendency to think of Waltz’s three images 
as themselves the ‘levels of analysis’. This assumption cannot go unchallenged, 
even though MSW is very importantly about the ‘level-of-analysis’ issue, as 
explained below.

As we learn from J. David Singer’s discussion, the ‘level-of-analysis problem’ has 
primarily to do with whether one should ask macro-level or micro-level questions: 
whether, that is, one should ask questions about the system as a whole – how it sustains 
itself, how it fl uctuates, where it is going, etc – or questions about the behaviour of 
its units.5 By contrast, Waltz’s three images have to do with where to look for the 
answers regarding the causes of war. The difference is easy to see. And, interestingly, 
Waltz never uses the term ‘levels of analysis’, or even ‘levels’, anywhere in MSW.

Moreover, the three images, as Waltz initially defi nes them, have to do with the 
answers given to a very specifi c question regarding the causes of war – not what 
causes war, in fact, but where the major causes of war are found. He wrote:

Where are the major causes of war to be found? The answers are bewildering in 
their variety and in their contradictory qualities. To make this variety manageable, 
the answers can be ordered under the following three headings: within man, within 
the structure of the separate states, within the state system … These three estimates 
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of cause will subsequently be referred to as images of international relations, 
numbered in the order given, with each image defi ned according to where one 
locates the nexus of important causes.6

So Waltz’s three images, as he initially defi nes them, are not strictly speaking even 
about the causes of war in the sense of what they are, but more specifi cally about 
how the causes of war which have been identifi ed can be ordered in terms of their 
relative importance. Weighing of causes is a very different exercise from fi nding 
them. What should also be noted here is that the relative importance of a cause can 
only be determined in comparison with other causes. It follows that all three images 
implicitly take a multi-causal stance. For without a prior acknowledgement that there 
are a number of causes that produce a war, it is impossible to assert that this or that 
kind of cause is a major one. But if each image asserts that the cause it highlights 
is the major one, meaning that the cause it selects is more important than the ones 
stressed by the other images, it will not be possible to combine the three images in 
a straightforward manner. It is impossible to say ‘x is more important than y and z’, 
‘y is more important than x and z’, and ‘z is more important than x and y’ at the same 
time. A way out of this, which is the line Waltz broadly follows at the end of MSW, 
is to say that ‘x, y, and z are all important but in different ways’. His main thesis is 
that ‘man’ and ‘the state’ are important because we cannot explain particular wars 
without reference to what they do, but that ‘the international system’ is important 
because it explains the possibility and recurrence of war.

This is not an implausible line to take and is consonant with a common view 
(an ‘overarching image’ as we may call it) of world politics as a drama in which 
actors bring about changes in their relationships within a setting that broadly shapes 
their patterns of interaction. But Waltz’s main thesis hides a number of problems, of 
a logical and conceptual nature, which I will tease out in the next section. There is 
one thing that needs to be noted at this point, however. It is the fact that Waltz has 
now introduced the level-of-analysis issue in its proper sense. Waltz is here dividing 
the questions of war into two kinds: unit-level, or disaggregated, questions regarding 
the causes of particular wars between particular states at particular times, and the 
system-level, or holistic, questions regarding the possibility and recurrence of war 
between any states at any time as a systemic feature. And he is saying that unit-level 
questions cannot be answered without paying attention to what human beings and 
states do, but that answers to system-level questions are found in the nature of the 
international environment itself.

There is therefore an important transition in MSW: it begins by asking where the 
major causes of war are found and offers a tripartite scheme to classify some standard 
answers; but the book’s concluding message is the importance of separating micro- 
and macro-level questions – ‘why a given set of states came to fi ght a particular 
war at a particular time’ and ‘why the possibility and recurrence of war are features 
of the international environment’. It is not so much that the three levels of analysis 
are collapsed into two as that the three standard arguments identifi ed at the beginning 
are synthesised as elements in an overarching image of world politics as a drama, 
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comprising actors and the setting, or agents and the structure. And this separation or 
juxtaposition of agents and the structure is in turn sustained by Waltz’s incorporation 
of the micro/macro distinction into his thinking.

The distinction between micro- and macro-level studies becomes the focal point of 
his 1979 book, in which he famously argues that his subject is a theory of international 
politics, not a theory of foreign policy, i.e. he is addressing macro-level questions, 
not micro-level ones.7

Waltz’s argument for the third image

Waltz’s central contention, formulated at the end of MSW, is that ‘man’ and ‘the state’ 
are important because we cannot explain particular wars without reference to them – 
or what they feel, think and do – but that ‘the international system’, or the nature of 
the international environment, is important because it explains the possibility and 
recurrence of war. He adds that the nature of the international environment is such 
that it not only explains why any war, and therefore this or that particular war, was 
possible, but also explains why some wars occur.

To arrive at these conclusions, Waltz makes two basic moves: he considers that there 
are two main ways in which a war may come about; and he combines this thought 
with the idea that there are two kinds of cause – ‘effi cient’ and ‘permissive’. According 
to Waltz, ‘effi cient’ causes of war are ‘immediate’ causes which bring about an 
actual instance of war, and which make states fi ght a particular war; a ‘permissive’ 
cause of war, by contrast, is war’s enabling condition which Waltz also calls war’s 
‘underlying’ cause.8

One common way in which war comes about is where state A wants something 
that state B possesses and resorts to war to obtain it. In such a case, according to 
Waltz, A’s desire for the object – ‘the Malvinas factor’ – is an effi cient cause of the 
war that breaks out. But hidden underneath this effi cient cause is what Waltz calls 
the permissive cause. This, he says, is found in – and it appears that he is thinking 
‘only in’ – the nature of the international system as a place where there is nothing 
to prevent war.9

The other way in which war comes about, according to Waltz, is where the fact 
that there is nothing in the international system to prevent war causes states A and 
B to compete for security, intensifying their mutual fear eventually to a point where 
one of them feels compelled to resort to a preventive war against the other. In this – 
‘Peloponnesian’ – scenario, Waltz remarks that the effi cient cause of war (‘fear’, in 
this case) ‘is derived from’ the permissive cause – the fact that there is nothing in the 
international system to prevent war.10

Since in Waltz’s judgement the fact that there is nothing in the international 
system to prevent war works as the permissive cause that underlies every particular 
war, and also produces an effi cient cause of some wars, he considers this feature of 
the international environment to be of fundamental signifi cance in understanding 
the phenomenon of war. This, according to Waltz, accounts for the very possibility 
of war11; it explains why war is a constant possibility,12 and why therefore states 
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fi nd it rational to be prepared to fi ght all the time13; it constitutes the underlying 
cause of war14 and shows why prescriptions for peace aimed at man and the state are 
inadequate15; and it gives a ‘fi nal explanation’16 of the origins of war between states. 
And, of course, within the tripartite framework with which Waltz began, it is in the 
third location that this most fundamental cause of war in his thinking is found.

Meanwhile, having equated ‘immediate’ with ‘effi cient’ causes or those which 
bring about a particular war, Waltz opines, ‘the immediate causes of every war 
must be either the acts of individuals or the acts of states’; and because individuals 
and states are the fi rst two locations in his tripartite scheme, he concludes, ‘[t]hese 
immediate causes of war are contained in the fi rst and second images’.17 Moreover, 
Waltz characterises ‘effi cient causes’ as ‘accidental causes’18 and remarks that ‘the 
immediate causes of many wars are trivial’.19 Clearly, therefore, Waltz is a third-
image thinker; or, having refl ected on the merits of the three images, he has voted 
for the third.

This is not to say that Waltz endorses a mono-causal thesis. As we saw, none of 
the three images can be treated as a mono-causal view. Waltz’s three images, as he 
defi nes them himself, have to do with the hierarchy of causes in terms of their relative 
signifi cance. He accords primary causal signifi cance to the nature of the international 
environment, or the setting, while not forgetting causal inputs from the actors on the 
stage. And it is this overarching image of world politics as a drama, with its setting 
and actors, that enables him to synthesise his three images. He is a third-image thinker, 
however, in that he sees the drama of international politics as a story of repetition 
and recurrence shaped by the setting. Integral to Waltz’s third-image view, therefore, 
is his structural-mechanistic theory of international politics and of the phenomenon 
of the balance of power in particular. I shall turn to this later. But fi rst I want to re-
examine Waltz’s reasoning that makes him go for the third image.

Problems in Waltz’s reasoning

As I read and reread MSW, several problems suggested and gradually articulated them-
selves in my mind. What follows is a summary of my attempt to address them.

‘The permissive cause, the international environment’

Waltz argues that war occurs because there is nothing to prevent it in the international 
environment.20 But an important point to notice here is that this absence of something 
that can prevent war is presented, in Waltz’s scheme, specifi cally as the enabling 
condition of war. Waltz’s contention has the following shape: the absence of X from 
the international environment is the condition that permits/enables war to happen. But 
if this statement is to be worth making, it will have to be that, in X’s presence, war 
could not happen at all. For otherwise war could happen in the presence, as well as in 
the absence, of X, in which case there would not be much point in stressing that war 
could not happen in the absence of X – for it could happen even in its presence.
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However, there simply cannot be any such thing as X in the international system; 
it is impossible even to imagine what sort of thing X might be. To say, therefore, 
that it is missing from the international system is meaningless. This point becomes 
clearer when we consider the statement, for example, that ‘if human beings had 
gills they could swim like fi sh’. This is not a particularly useful statement perhaps, 
but at least we know what gills are and how they function. By contrast, a statement 
that ‘if the international system were equipped with X, war could not happen at all’ 
is vacuous in that we cannot even describe what X is. All we can say of X is that it 
is supposedly an item in whose presence in the international system war could not 
happen at all. This, of course, makes it trivially true that, in the absence of X from 
the international environment, war is a constant possibility. But since we cannot even 
give a description of X without repeating ourselves in a circle, nothing of the sort 
can meaningfully be said to be ‘missing’ from that environment.

It may be objected that I overstate my case here. An anti-war device that rules 
out the very possibility of war is also missing from my kitchen but that would be 
too absurd a point even to think of; it is not quite so absurd, it may be objected, to 
remark that an effective anti-war device is missing from the international system – for 
it is. But the fact remains: for the absence of that effective anti-war device from the 
international environment to count specifi cally as the permissive cause of war, which 
is what Waltz argues to sustain his third-image thesis, the device would have to be 
of the sort that, if it were present in the international environment, the possibility 
of war would be ruled out; and there simply could not be such an item. It follows 
that the nature of the international environment, while undoubtedly war-conducive, 
is not ‘the permissive cause’ of war. Even if there were to be a world government, 
(world civil) war could, and would, occur, as Waltz himself acknowledges, unless 
the world state were effective enough always to rule out such a possibility, which it 
could not.21 Waltz’s central thesis which characterises ‘the international environment’ 
specifi cally as ‘the permissive cause of war’ must be rejected.

A not so trivially true statement

The logic underlying the above discussion is a simple one: nothing can properly 
be said to be missing from anywhere if it could not even in principle exist there. The 
same logic applies to the state: it is not possible even to imagine what Y would be 
like whose presence, or inclusion, in the internal structure of a state would make it 
not just improbable, but actually impossible, for it to engage in war; therefore the 
absence of Y from the internal structure of the state could not meaningfully count 
as war’s permissive cause.

It is more meaningful, however, to explore what features of human beings enable 
them to produce a phenomenon of war; it is arguably quite interesting to do so 
because the phenomenon of war is unique, or almost unique, to humankind. Certain 
aspects of human nature, understood as characteristics common to humans, make 
war a possibility within the human race, but lacking such qualities, other living 
organisms could not on the whole engage in war. And saying this is not only true, but 
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meaningful – for we can state what these aspects are, present in humans and mostly 
absent from the other species of animal, such that the phenomenon of war is possible 
within the human race but mostly impossible elsewhere.

Identifying those aspects of human nature which make war possible requires 
us to state what ‘war’ is. If ‘war’ is understood broadly as an inter-societal confl ict 
involving organised violence, it is easy to see that a capacity of human beings to live 
in and organise societies is a permissive cause of war. Solitary animals clearly do not 
make war, as they lack the requisite capacity to form societies. Indeed, humankind 
is almost unique in its ability to organise its separate societies so effectively as to 
make it possible for them to engage in a sustained military confl ict, which war is. 
In a vast majority of cases, non-human animal fi ghts take place between individuals 
and not between organised groups.22

Some ‘social animals’, however, are known to engage in inter-group confl ict. 
Rapoport refers to fighting between two ‘armies’ of ants. However, ‘an ant’s 
response to another ant seems to be rigidly mechanical and can be analysed into 
stereotyped components, precluding any basis for assuming a planned course of action 
characteristic of human behavior’.23 Similarly, Huntingford reports that ‘in a small 
minority of species of non-human animals [such as non-human primates] groups do 
sometimes defend territories and they use coordinated and occasionally injurious 
fi ghting to do so’.24 But this is said to be relatively uncommon and, unlike human 
warfare, not to involve the use of weapons or specialised individual roles.25

The point here is not that war is unique to humankind. Rather, non-human animal 
species exhibit only exceptionally and to a very limited degree those qualities of 
human beings which contribute to making war a possibility among them. Waltz’s 
discussion of human nature as a cause of war does not touch on this human/
non-human comparison even though, I contend, it makes better sense to locate a 
permissive cause of war here than elsewhere in his tripartite scheme. Interestingly, 
he dismisses as trivially true the argument that, if we were all perfectly rational 
beings or perfect Christians, we would have no violent confl ict; and at one point he 
notices a similar problem in the assertion that in the presence of a perfectly effective 
anti-war device in the international environment there would be no war.26 Yet, 
curiously, he ends up according much signifi cance to the nature of the international 
environment (or the absence of a perfectly effective anti-war device from the inter-
national system) while neglecting the parallel, and arguably more meaningful, 
argument concerning the war-enabling capacities of humankind that are largely 
absent from non-human animals.

The supposed relative insignifi cance of ‘man’ in the tripartite scheme

For Waltz, ‘man’ is not a location where the most fundamental cause of war is 
found; it is worth asking what reasoning sustains this judgement.

At the beginning of MSW, Waltz defi nes ‘the fi rst image’ as theories of war 
according to which the major cause of war is to be found in ‘the nature and 
behavior of man’.27 For the most part, he treats the fi rst image as having to do with 
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human nature. But he also includes in his discussion of this image an explanation 
of war in terms of personality traits.28 Human nature and personality traits are quite 
different things (one is universal, the other specifi c to a subtype), but they may be 
considered to form part of ‘the nature and behavior of man’. What is more problematic 
is Waltz’s inclusion in the same category of certain concrete mental states of leaders, 
such as their desire for a particular piece of territory or their fear of aggrandisement 
on the part of a rival state, towards the end of the book.29

The ability of human beings to entertain such common feelings as desire or fear 
at all, an especially greedy or paranoiac personality, and a concrete desire or fear of a 
particular leader in a given situation may all be said to be ‘within man’.30 But clearly 
they are not ‘within man’ in the same sense: these quite disparate items pertain to 
all human beings as human beings, certain kinds of people or personality types, and 
specifi c individuals in concrete circumstances, respectively.

The ‘within man’ category gets expanded inordinately if all these things have to be 
accommodated in it. Importantly, this has led Waltz to depreciate unduly the overall 
signifi cance of ‘man’ as a cause of war. For, in the earlier part of MSW, where he 
treats the fi rst image as relating to human nature, he points out, rightly, that this factor 
fails to explain war specifi cally, in contradistinction to any other forms of human 
activity: ‘the importance of human nature as a factor in causal analysis of social 
events is reduced by the fact that the same nature, however defi ned, has to explain 
an infi nite variety of social events’31; ‘human nature may in some sense have been 
the cause of war in 1914, but by the same token it was the cause of peace in 1910’.32 
Towards the end of the book, however, where Waltz thinks of the fi rst image as also 
containing such things as specifi c feelings, thoughts and acts of a given leader, he 
treats this image as inadequate because such things only (partly) explain particular 
instances of war, and entirely fail to explain war as such. The ultimate explanation 
of the latter, which he seeks, is found, he insists, in the structure of the international 
environment, not in the particular acts of individuals.33

But this criticism is unfair: the fi rst image is criticised for being uselessly too 
general and trivially too specifi c. Against Waltz, it can be argued that certain aspects of 
human nature explain the possibility (though not the actual occurrence) of war among 
human beings; that certain personality traits, such as a high risk-taking propensity, 
in combination with certain other factors, such as the number of poles in the system, 
may be found to be strongly correlated with the relative frequency of war; and that 
such character traits on the part of some specifi c individuals, together with their 
thoughts and actions, play a vital part in making intelligible particular outbreaks of 
war. Waltz’s ‘within man’ category, when its ingredients are disaggregated and put 
to appropriate use, can prove quite informative.

The internal structure of states and the acts of states

It is common to think of the internal structure of a given state as its attribute. By 
contrast, when someone, say the president, acts on behalf of that state, his/her act is 
not normally said to be an attribute of the state. Rather, it is attributed to it; his/her 
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act is deemed to be an act of the state by imputation. Waltz does not appear to have 
seen much importance in differentiating these two kinds of remark. Most of the time 
he talks of the second image as a theory of war which sees the major cause of war 
in the internal structure of a given type of state34; but, towards the end of his book, 
as we saw, he argues that ‘the immediate causes of every war must be either the acts 
of individuals or the acts of states’ and that the immediate causes of war can there-
fore be seen to be ‘contained in the fi rst and the second images’.35 In other words, 
the internal structure of a given type of state and what that state is deemed to have 
done through an agent acting on its behalf are both subsumed under the ‘within states’ 
rubric. We should also notice here that while the second image was initially defi ned 
as an evaluative stance which sees a major cause of war in the internal structure of 
separate states, it has now been modifi ed to denote a location where a cause of war 
can be identifi ed. Waltz had, it may have been noted, made a parallel move with 
respect to his fi rst image.

However, an evaluative stance with respect to the relative signifi cance of a par-
ticular kind of cause (of war) and a location where a cause (of war) can be found are 
two entirely different things, as are the internal structure of a given kind of state and 
what a state of that kind does or did through the action of its agent. Waltz confl ates 
the fi rst two as well as the second, and this, as explained below, contributes to his 
judgement that the third image is the one to go for.

As we saw, he criticises the fi rst image by subjecting it to two separate, and (when 
combined) unfair, attacks. He also criticises both the fi rst and second images by 
noting, quite rightly, that prescriptions for peace aimed at improving ‘man’ or ‘the 
state’ are useless, or worse than useless, because they are applied within the existing 
(war-conducive) international framework.36 But now he is adding that what states do 
to produce a war – and recall this has come to be subsumed under the idea of ‘the 
second image’ through his above-noted double confl ation – while constituting effi cient 
causes of a particular war,37 can only be what he considers as immediate causes of 
war, not war’s underlying cause, and that ‘the immediate causes of many wars are 
trivial’.38 According to Waltz’s estimate, a ‘fi nal explanation’39 of the origins of war 
among states must be found in ‘the permissive cause, the international environment’,40 
a third-image conclusion sustained by a series of moves which, it should by now be 
clear, are highly problematic.

A restrictive theoretical framework

Waltz’s most fundamental move in need of reconsideration, however, lies in his 
adoption of the tripartite scheme itself. He is not, of course, the fi rst to make use of 
this scheme. Manning, for example, wrote: ‘If the League was to succeed it must do 
so in spite of the nature of men, the nature of states and the nature of the society of 
states.’41 It apparently seemed quite natural and obvious to him to organise his thought 
about the causes of the League’s poor record in terms of the trinity of men, states and 
the society of states, which subsequently became associated almost inseparably with 
Waltz’s name. And many readers of MSW appear to think that, whatever else may be 
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said about the book, its core message is clear and sound: that there are three ways 
of looking at international relations in general, and the causes of war in particular, 
and that they are based on the three key components of the world – man, states and 
the system of states.

Undoubtedly, this tripartite scheme is accepted with great ease, and with conviction 
as to its validity, because it refl ects a very common view of how modern political 
life is organised: human beings, as citizens, belong to separate states, and these in 
turn form a system or society of states. What is more natural than to extract from 
this experience the three locations of ‘man, the state and the international system’ as 
places where ‘causing’ goes on with respect to war? Modern political philosophers 
articulated and reinforced this popular perception by their narrative: men left the 
state of nature and formed separate states, and these, while in turn formally in the 
state of nature, constitute a system or society of states.

The fact that many of the thinkers Waltz examines in MSW are political philosophers 
has no doubt made the tripartite frame especially useful to his exposition. Had he 
studied a bewildering variety of historical accounts regarding the origins of particular 
wars and tried to sort them in a systematic and comprehensive manner in an effort to 
make sense of the diversity of interpretations, he would have seen straightaway that 
the tripartite scheme, while it may accord with our conventional view of the world 
political order, does not necessarily supply a good analytical device. The ingredients 
of causal narratives explicating how a state of peace between two states turned into 
a state of war cannot all be captured by Waltz’s tripartite scheme without enlarging 
each category artifi cially and ignoring some factors that clearly lie outside of it.

Think of history, geography, economy and technology, which clearly affect the 
behaviour of states. Where, within the tripartite scheme, do they belong? To say, 
for example, that history – historical memories and knowledge claims – belong to 
‘man’, that geographic and economic conditions pertain to ‘states’, and that the level 
of technology is a ‘systemic’ feature, while not entirely implausible, is not going to 
help us evaluate the relative signifi cance of the three locations of causes, for now so 
many incongruous items have been placed together under each rubric. The tripartite 
scheme is no more than one, though standard, way of characterising our political 
experiences. It is neither necessary nor sensible to squeeze every causal factor of 
war into the three places.

Conceptual slippage

In Waltz’s thinking, the permissive cause of war is the same as the underlying cause of 
war; they are said to explain the possibility, the constant possibility and the recurrence 
of war. But these assertions require some reservation.

First, Waltz’s idea of the permissive cause is equivalent to the enabling, or 
necessary, condition, in whose absence war, his subject, would be an impossibility. 
The ‘underlying’ cause is a less clearly defi nable concept, but Waltz contrasts it to 
‘immediate’ causes and equates the concept of the underlying cause of war with the 
idea of its permissive cause. But this fi nal equation is problematic in that there may 
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be a number of underlying causes of a particular war, or of a particular kind of war, 
without them being anything so exacting as the necessary condition of all wars. The 
instability of a bi-polar system in which each pole consists of a cluster of great powers 
allied together may well be one underlying cause of specifi c wars, most famously 
the First World War, but it certainly does not qualify as the permissive cause of all 
wars. Yet, by equating the two concepts, ‘permissive’ and ‘underlying’, Waltz has 
elevated a fact of doubtful signifi cance – that war is possible in the absence of anything 
from the international system that could prevent war with absolute certainty – into a 
statement of the underlying cause of all wars. He has also effectively ruled out the 
idea that the phenomenon of war may have a number of underlying causes, the war-
conducive internal structures of some states being an important candidate.

Second, there is no objection to the idea that if X explains the possibility of war 
and if X is continuously present, then that fact explains the constant possibility of 
war. But Waltz moves almost imperceptibly from the correct proposition that war is 
a possibility in the international system to a different, more alarmist idea that war can 
break out anywhere anytime in the international system and that war in fact recurs. 
That war recurs is empirically true but only in the sense that war occurs from time 
to time, every now and then. War, however, is a relatively infrequent phenomenon 
and inter-state wars increasingly so. Most countries are at peace with most other 
countries most of the time and between some countries the possibility of war has 
come to be effectively ruled out. Of course, there is nothing anywhere to rule out 
the logical possibility of war, but that would be a trivial statement to make. Far more 
signifi cant is the fact that war is more or less likely depending on the circumstances 
not yet fully understood, and that war is not always avoidable.

An interim summary

I have presented my reasons for rejecting Waltz’s third-image thesis regarding the 
major cause of war. That there is nothing in the international environment to prevent 
war is a fact of doubtful signifi cance as a permissive cause of war. In any case, this 
fact does not qualify as ‘the’ permissive cause: some permissive causes of war are 
found in the make-up of human beings as revealed when they are contrasted with 
non-human animals.

Moreover, Waltz’s confl ation of certain incongruous items in the ‘within man’ and 
‘within states’ categories is problematic. But, on refl ection, this can be understood as 
resulting from, and supporting, Waltz’s transition, in his book, from the talk of the 
three images as he initially defi nes them to the talk of the level-of-analysis issue. I 
have already pointed to this transition. Waltz begins with an idea that there are three 
different estimates of the major cause of war (‘the talk of the three images’) and 
ends with an idea that there are micro- and macro-level questions to ask about the 
phenomenon of war (‘the talk of the level-of-analysis issue’), stressing, as we saw, 
the importance of the macro-level story which points to the recurrence and repetition 
in the lives of states seeking survival under anarchy.
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But this transition, or switch, has a cost. Waltz has to fi nd a way of grafting a 
micro/macro dichotomy onto what was initially a tripartite scheme. It is easy to say 
that the fi rst two in the tripartite scheme were collapsed into one (by thinking of the 
fi rst two as ‘agents’ and the third as ‘the structure’). But that does not tell a whole 
story. In collapsing the fi rst two, Waltz moved (or had to move) away from the idea 
of the fi rst location (‘within man’) as having essentially to do with human nature/
personality traits towards a rather different idea that what statesmen feel, think and 
do in particular circumstances also fall into this location; in a parallel fashion, he also 
moved (or had to move) away from the idea of the second location (‘within states’) 
as having to do with the internal structure of a given type of state towards a different 
idea that what states can be said (by imputation) to feel, think and do in particular 
circumstances also belongs to this location.

Having already criticised arguments from human nature/personality traits and 
those pointing to the internal structure of states as yielding inadequate prescriptions 
for peace, he is now shifting his target. Causal factors found in the fi rst two locations, 
such as what states or statesmen feel, think and do, he is now arguing, only contribute 
towards explaining particular wars as their immediate causes and therefore, in his 
estimate, are less signifi cant than the underlying cause of all wars. If what he is 
calling the permissive cause of war really deserves to be treated as the underlying 
cause of all wars, his effective re-defi nitions of the fi rst two images might perhaps 
have been worthwhile. In my judgement, they have made the overall argument even 
less sustainable.

To the extent, therefore, that Waltz’s third-image thesis concerning the major cause 
of war consists in his assertion that the nature of the international environment is 
the sole permissive, and therefore the underlying, cause of war, and that the causes 
found in the fi rst two locations are effi cient and often relatively trivial immediate 
causes of war, his thesis – or his estimate of the relative signifi cance of the various 
causes of war – cannot be sustained. There are too many problems in the meta-
theoretical moves that Waltz makes in evaluating the main causal theories of war.42 
However, as I noted earlier, Waltz’s critique of the prescriptions for peace stemming 
from the fi rst two images is persuasive. What underlies that critique is a structural-
mechanistic theory of international politics which pays special attention to the states’ 
goal of survival under the conditions of anarchy, where the use of force remains the 
ultimate possibility, pushing the major powers in the direction of balance-of-power 
politics even against their leaders’ wishes. Although this theory came to be more fully 
developed and widely debated through the publication of his later work, TIP, Waltz 
had already given the essence of that theory 20 years earlier. I now turn to consider 
this aspect of MSW.

Waltz’s theory of international (balance-of-power) politics

The germ of Waltz’s theory of international politics is found in the penultimate chapter 
of MSW, titled ‘Economics, Politics, and History’. Inspired by the well-known ‘stag 
hunt’ allegory used by Rousseau, Waltz cautions that ‘to expect each country to 
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formulate an economic policy that happens to work to the advantage of all countries 
is utopian’.43 Each state’s failure to do so is to the disadvantage of all states, including 
itself, he acknowledges; yet even if this were to be noted, the ‘right’ policies would 
not be spontaneously or universally adopted under anarchy.44 Under this condition, 
states, each acting rationally, may produce a suboptimal outcome for all.

This logic underlies a tariff war, for instance. It is easy to say that ‘[a] decision 
to reduce the barriers to trade among states would benefi t some countries more than 
others, but in the long run and in the absolute terms it would benefi t all countries’.45 
However, according to Waltz, under anarchy ‘relative gain is more important than 
absolute gain’.46 Waltz suggests that this is a proposition that will become clearer 
when considerations of political power are added to purely economic concerns, for 
in international politics the use of force is not ruled out and the actual survival of 
the states is at stake.47

Logically, states living under anarchy have three options: to risk perishing, to 
seek domination, or to pursue the policy of the balance of power, i.e. to prevent 
others from gaining preponderance by strengthening themselves or by coalition.48 Of 
course, a drive for hegemony by any state may be successful despite the resistance 
of the other states; or for some reasons the other states may not resist. But no state 
would wish to risk perishing and ‘for each state its power in relation to other states 
is ultimately the key to its survival’.49 Waltz’s point is that, given the condition of 
anarchy and the states’ desire to survive, there is a natural tendency for states to 
try to prevent the others from gaining preponderance regardless of what the state 
leaders espouse. Furthermore, a condition of balance may become the conscious goal 
of a state or a system of states; then one would expect the balancing process to be 
one of greater precision and subtlety.50 In any case, ‘the most ardent desire cannot 
bring about’ the abolition of balance-of-power politics so long as states live under 
anarchy and wish to survive.51

Though no longer striking, this is an early articulation in IR of the mechanistic 
theory of the balance of power. Causal mechanisms, embodied in such a theory, are 
said to be in operation:

where we are induced to behave in a certain way because of the workings of our 
mind or body, or because the social environment induces us to think and act in 
a particular manner; or, where, through the workings of the system in which our 
actions take place, they lead to unintended consequences.52

Waltz’s balance-of-power theory points to the second and the third of these paths: 
the anarchical structure of the international system (plus the units’ desire to survive) 
induces state leaders to think and act in such a way as to prevent one great power 
from becoming overwhelmingly dominant and this tends to produce balance-of-
power politics, whereby the key players try to balance each other individually or 
by shifting alliances, possibly leading to a rough equilibrium of power between the 
major powers even if that end result is not what they consciously try to achieve.53

Needless to say, however, mechanistic processes do not always work and the 
conditions under which they do work are often diffi cult to enumerate especially in 
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the social sphere. Hence Waltz’s wisely vague formulation that such a tendency for 
the balance of power – as a policy and as an outcome – will manifest itself ‘under 
certain conditions, conditions that have often existed in international politics’.54

Conclusion

The status of a scholarly text as a classic is not necessarily undermined by the number 
of errors it has subsequently been alleged or found to contain. Once a text establishes 
itself as a work of outstanding signifi cance, which MSW clearly did, other works in 
the same fi eld tend to defi ne their positions in relation to that of the classic text. The 
very act of engaging critically with MSW, as I, among others, have done, reinforces 
the status of the book as a classic.

One reason why MSW was so well received was undoubtedly to do with the 
readiness with which Waltz’s tripartite scheme tends to be accepted. As noted earlier, 
this framework coincides with a common-sense view of how our political world is 
structured, and its validity therefore tends to be assumed without question. Many 
of the thinkers that Waltz examined had in turn thought about the major causes of 
war in terms of the tripartite frame, and therefore it made sense for him to use that 
framework in expounding them. The framework and the examples reinforce each 
other, as do our own dominant conception of world politics and Waltz’s tripartite 
discussions. Waltz’s later juxtaposition of the acts of individuals or of states, on 
the one hand, and the structure of the international environment, on the other, also 
fi ts in with a common view of the world political scene as comprising ‘agents’ and 
‘structure’ where the agents act in accordance with their beliefs and desires within 
the constraints of the structure of the social environment.

The particular way in which Waltz formulated and defended a third-image thesis 
on the causes of war is faulty but that does not undo the fact that the book contains 
very many astute observations. Note that the two scenarios of war that Waltz used 
were of the sort generally considered to be highly plausible in the context of the 
Cold War in which he wrote his book: either the Soviet Union will attack the West 
because it wants something that the West has, or the security competition between 
the two blocs will escalate to the point of no return where one of them is forced into 
attacking the other in a preventive war or a pre-emptive strike. Stemming from these 
two scenarios is a strategy for war-avoidance centred on skilful deterrence aimed 
to prevent an enemy assault as well as spiralling escalation of the confl ict. Waltz’s 
analysis supplied a basis for this type of strategy, while his criticisms of the fi rst 
two images entailed the rejection of (Christian) pacifi sm and liberal reformism as a 
way to peace. Providing such ideas, based on his fi rst-order theoretical analysis of 
international politics, was a signifi cant contribution in the context of the Cold War. 
MSW was the right book at the right time.

The Cold War is long over, and war itself, in the sense of inter-state war, is 
no longer a prominent feature of world politics. There are many civil confl icts, 
as well as violence associated with failing states, terrorist attacks and counter-
attacks, and Waltz’s tripartite framework is not acutely relevant to any of these 
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contemporary phenomena. Besides, new perspectives have been added to the study 
of confl ict, violence and war, which has shown IR’s over-concentration on anarchy 
to be problematic. The very characterisation of world politics as taking place under 
anarchy presupposes, problematically, that the states are the more or less exclusive 
actors and that the contrast between centralised/well-governed states and the 
de-centralised/disorderly global international system is the key to understanding 
world politics.

Nevertheless, the theory of international politics that runs through MSW and which 
was later elaborated in TIP continues to point to a causal potential and mechanism 
embedded in the anarchical structure of the international system – although there 
are many other causal potentials and mechanisms embedded in the global social 
universe, and describing this entity as an anarchical international system is only one 
representation of it in any case. And, importantly, causal potentials and mechanisms 
would only manifest themselves in the empirical world when requisite condi-
tions were met; and so it was important to study the range of conditions under 
which this mechanism works or does not work. A large part of mainstream IR theory, 
after Waltz’s two publications, has been an elaboration on this theme, and MSW 
played a pivotal role in inaugurating the move.55

MSW was born with some puzzling conceptual and logical problems. Never-
theless, the fi rst-order theory of international politics which it contained had a 
discipline-defi ning signifi cance for decades to come. For me, the book pointed to 
the possibility and importance of philosophical engagement in the study of world 
politics. I was fortunate in encountering Waltz’s book early on and being able to 
follow the path myself, inspired by his example.
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